1ST GENERATION

WILD CAUGHT

OSCAR ♂

STELLA ♀

BINGO ♂

MAGGIE ♀

1ST GENERATION

LOVEY ♀

RAN II ♀

SARAH ♀

LARA ♀

KSW-00-09501 ♂

STILLBORN 7/10/1997

2ND GENERATION

LUNA ♀

HEALTHY LINEAGE ▶

UNCONFIRMED PATERNITY ▶

SUSPECTED INBREEDING ▶

PHOTOGRAPHY CREDIT
Kangaeru Nakama, KeibaKate, Kamogawa “Sakamata” Newsletter, SeaWorld Kamogawa

INFORMATION SOURCE
47News Japan, Chunichi Shimbun, Kamogawa “Sakamata” Newsletter, Orca Kobo Network, Port of Nagoya Aquarium